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          As a woodcarver, plast ic is not the f irst

material I  would choose to work with. I t  is blank,

emotionless, and designed to easi ly take any

shape, the anti thesis to wood's natural origins and

complex grain. However, plast ic 's favorable

aspects l ike inabi l i ty to decompose or deteriorate

and extreme prevalence in people's dai ly l ives

make i t  an intr iguing material to create with. In this

project, I  tr ied to get more in touch with the world

of plast ic material i ty by working i t  with my hands, a

task usually saved for more natural materials l ike

wood or clay. I  wanted to share this experience

with the world and hopeful ly start a conversation

with others about exploring and creating with

plastic, so these ref lect ions are accompanied by

images of the Instructable I have published onl ine

for the public to view and comment on. Throughout

this process and a series of semi-disjointed

thoughts, I  explored plast ic 's perfect ion as a

creative substance, people's relat ionship to this

confusing substance, and people's lost

appreciat ion for the objects in their dai ly l ives. 



          Much like the wood I am accustomed to

working with, plastic has its own varieties and

specializations that have to be known when heading

to the store or recycling bin to forage for raw

materials. Paying attention to leaf shape, bark color,

and grain density changes to looking at small man-

made symbols, indicative of the melting points,

chemical bonds, and hydro-carbons that characterize

each piece of waste. Roland Barthes' transitory

material, the mystery made from a "half-god, half

robot" (110) loses its mystery as you learn to sort

through the jargon and find the plastic you are

looking for. Knowing nothing of the plastic's telluric

origins or the process that bound the hydro-carbons

or its shaping, I merely sought the number 2. Melting

point. Toxicity. Hardness. Availability. These are the

factors that matter to a craftsman. Understand how a

material can be safely shaped and its mysterious

origins no longer matter.  

         Thinking about plastic in this new way, not as

a piece of waste but as a valuable material changes

its entire purpose. Rather than valuing the milk that I

purchased from the store, my goal was to obtain it's

normally disposed wrappings. To borrow an idea

from Jane Bennet, the act of seeking out plastic as a

valuable object changed its "thing-power" (xvi).

Normally, plastic milk jugs and shampoo containers

could evoke feelings of comfort from the substances

they contain or guilt for the waste they produce, but

by contextualizing HDPE as a valuable material for

creation, these plastic containers became objects of

excitement and possibility.         



          Plastic is meant to make our lives easier.   

"[I]t serves so many functions, assumes so many

guises, satisfies so many desires, and so quickly

recedes into relative invisibility" (Jeffrey Meikel,

xiii), but when you try to work it with your hands,

you truly realize what a godsend plastic is. Trying

to get the full experience of making something out

of plastic with my hands, I cut my foraged plastic

to size with a plain scissors. This left my hands,

unaccustomed to using a scissors for that long,

irritated and sore. Plastic lets us avoid this work

that would be necessary to make any daily item.

Want a tooth brush? find a stick and bind some

fibers to it. A water bottle? Learn how to make it

out of fragile glass or clay. Amazingly, by taking

the time to process only 5 pieces of plastic waste,

I have probably spent more time working with

plastic by hand than 95% of people. By reclaiming

this hand working, it's easier to recognize plastic

for the incredible invention it is rather than the

phony, toxic, and usurping material that has long

been its reputation (Meikel 242-244).  

          Plastic by nature is not intended to be

worked by human hands. It is formed in large

machines and forced into injection molds,

intending to make a perfectly smooth object. This

project upends that idea. The processing results in

rough, uneven pieces, the block isn't uniform, and

the resulting sculpture still bears some tool marks

from my chisels and knives. Imperfection is a part

of human's process of creation, and this process

brings some of that imperfection to an otherwise

seamless material.     



          In this step of processing the plastic, I came to

think about the primal source that we get plastic from.

The melted pieces of plastic reminded me of the hot,

primordial soup that birthed life on earth, and these

same kinds of processes characterize the oil that is

used to make plastics. It is easy to think of plastic as a

purely synthetic substance, perfectly smooth without a

hint of nature in it. Even it's smell is inherently

unnatural. However, plastic is not a purely synthetic

material. It's source is billions of dead creatures

pressed and heated by the Earth to make oil, a

process similar to that of forcing molten plastic into a

mold at high pressures (D & M Plastics Inc).  

          In working with this material and melting it down

to a useful form, I began to question plastic's synthetic

nature and view it as more of a combination of man

and nature. This same idea is reflected in Kirsty

Robertson's Plastiglomerates and the "stratagraphic

signature" humans have left on the world with their

plastic waste. It is too simple to think of plastic as an

unnatural substance, just as it is too simple to ignore

the relationship between people and nature. Plastic

may not resemble any other material in nature, but at

its origins, it has natural roots. This understanding

made the creative process feel more familiar, like I

was once again mixing man and nature to create

something. The same process crafts-people have been

utilizing throughout human history.  



          Although a mistake, the realization that my first

chunk of plastic wasn't the solid piece I believed it to be

further reinforced my belief in plastic's potential as a

creative material. On the outside, the plastic formed a

smooth layer that I believed permeated the entire piece. An

artifice. A deception. Shaking the chunk did not elicit a hint

of its unsolid core. The chunk existed as a perfect veneer,

like the plastic facades that make up the Disney Theme

Parks (Meikel 283). These structures at the Disney Theme

Parks are supported by metal and wood scaffolding, but

these features are masked by the great bulwarks of plastic

that create Disney's perfectly curated image. This ability to

mask imperfection is one of plastic's defining

characteristics and what makes it such a valuable material

for creation. An artist can create almost any image using

plastic as a surface. Even when the core of the plastic in

this chunk was entirely compromised, it still appeared to be

in perfectly whole condition. 

          While the discovery that my first attempt had gone

awry made me think about plastic's useful veneer, it also

held a sinister reminder of the ethical implications of using

plastic. The image of the little pieces of plastic surviving

the melting process remind me of the vast amount of tiny

plastic particles floating in the oceans and fill ing our

landfills. The undecaying material poisoning wildlife, like

Allison Cobb's albatross. Plastic's usefulness as a material

for creation has contributed to its constant use, and this

use has dire implications for the environment. So while

plastic is an amazing substance for creation, its usefulness

is tempered by the threat it poses to the environment.    

        



          The processes of heating, molding, and

cutting were all familiar to me from working in other

materials, but this folding and consolidating method

was the first part of the project entirely unique to

plastic. Also, plastic's unique properties allowed me

to reuse the plastic from my first attempt to create

my second usable block. This infinite remold-ability

makes plastic a much more forgiving material than

wood or clay. While wood can only be glued or cut

away and clay can dry out and harden, this plastic

can always be reshaped. This ability to be recycled

is not a quality of every type of plastic, but it does

embody plastic's infinite versatility. As Barthes says,

"the quick-change artistry of plastic is absolute"

(110). It is defined by its ability to be molded and

shaped into whatever needs the creator has. This

versatility is not merely an aspect of plastic, it is the

material's essence. Plastic. Plasticity. The ability to

change. This principle is represented in the multiple

meltings and remeltings that went into creating my

carving blank. With each melt, I shaped the plastic

more and more to fit my final needs. Given a mold, I

could have made the albatross without ever having

to cut into the block. This is the nature of plastic and

what makes it such a perfect material for creation.  



          After many hours of cutting plastic, figuring out how

to melt it, and finally carving it, Allison Cobb's "dead

albatross chick on its back in the grass" (13) is recreated in

the material that destroyed it. A testament to the destructive

fascination our culture has with plastic. Just like the dead

chick, this representation is depicted lying on its back, wings

spread as if laid out on a cross. An innocent victim that had

to die for our plastic obsession.  

          While this sculpture serves as an undecaying

reminder for the negative impacts that plastic has on the

environment, it also further glorifies plastic and perpetuates

our obsession with it. The albatross could be remembered in

a photograph, through reading Cobb's autobiography, or any

number of other ways, but immortalizing it in plastic shows

the pride that people have in their separation from and

power over the natural world. There is a pleasant sort of

mockery in this plastic recreation.  This sculpture warns of

the dangers of plastic, but it also praises plastic for its

versatility as a creative material and for the power that it

grants people over the natural world. There is a certain

vanity to creating a piece of art out of plastic. I could just as

easily write about the horrors of plastic as a way to warn

against its use, but instead I created an aesthetic object,

potentially glorifying the damage that plastic has

done. Plastic destroyed the bird, so it is with plastic that the

bird is immortalized.
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